INVESTITURE CEREMONY
22 OCTOBER, 2021- 22

“A leader is one who knows the way, goes the way, and shows the way”.
—John Maxwell

A function of inauguration is representative of a heap of various significant parts of human
existence development, conviction, confidence, obligation and truthfulness. These serious
perspectives gain elevated gravity when it is youthful blood that is being contributed with the
ability to change, the ability to revise, the ability to direct and in
particular, the ability to learn.

A comprehensive instructive foundation preferably repeats the
universe of man in a more modest, more serious, dense model that
reflects the hierarchical construction and progressive system we
follow on an everyday premise, while dissipating the fantasies and
annihilating the deficiencies in the working of the genuine variant of
the said model. Such models assist with cultivating the soul of
administration, solidarity, ethical quality and discipline in the youthful personalities sustained
under their umbrella, leading to very much shaped, mature personalities prepared to take on the
difficulties that adulthood gets its wake.

On the cheerful morning of 22 October, 2021, meriting youthful gifts of our School were presented
with the obligation of driving their School from the front with responsibility, certainty and
capability. The Investiture Ceremony hence denoted the resuming of leadership skills by the
young leaders after an unwelcomed long break of covid.

For the commencement of the event a lively and
message-filled tune "Tu Pyar Ka Sagar Hai" was
sung by the School ensemble brightening up the
atmosphere followed by Lightning of Lamp by the
Principal and the most punctual parents.

As quoted by the compeerer, “To bind us with
the presence of the Almighty”, Ganesh
Vandana was performed. The elegant dancers
elevated the ambience with their talent and
fluidity of technique.

The school Head Girl, Head Boy, the Sports Captains, the
Environment Secretaries and Prefects came marching to the
Amphi theatre syncing to the drum beats. As the teacher,
Ms. Kiran Jose called out their names donning them with
apt descriptions; the leaders were presented with their
honour badges by Mrs. Nidhi Jain, the Head of the school.

Our worthy Principal ma'am gave a
moving discourse on the significance of
being a leader. She trusted the new
chamber to dive in their heels to convey the
school program to a new and honorable
height. She stressed on the qualities a
pioneer ought to reflect and supported the
ones who couldn't bear the obligations the
function reached a wonderful conclusion
with an enormous round of praise.

The Council members vowed to cling to the
qualities and standards maintained by the school. Aside from their obligation towards school,
these reps likewise promised their support of
the country's bigger environment, honestly
and fair-mindedly. The brilliant team of
leaders walked together to more noteworthy
statures of greatness and insight as one.
The young leaders swore to uphold the
responsibilities of the school to the best of their
abilities.

Head Girl – Era Sandhu and Head Boy – Priyanshu Sachdeva
approached to propose the statement of gratitude for the gathering
that included – the Principal, the Coordinator, the teachers, the
parents and the students.

The 'School Hymn' was sung by the school choir followed by the school tune "Vidyalya Hamara
Gyan Upwan" closing the service.

The occasion ended with a cheerful note with dulcet tunes of an inspirational tune "Geet Khushike
Gungunate" sung by the school choir. The guests relished the day by capturing the moment in the
deepest treasures of their heart.

